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Freight transport is a challenging economic sector, as it is essential for the functioning of production and distribution systems but at the same time is at the origin of many nuisances such as congestion, greenhouse gas emissions, pollution and noise. When responding to these issues, planners dispose nowadays of a growing body of freight data that can be used for the implementation of policies towards achieving smart mobility. Because contrary to current practice and dominant discourse, smart mobility is not just a matter of passengers: it also largely relies on more sustainable freight transport. Policy makers see in these new sources of data an opportunity to increase their knowledge on freight transport as well as to have suitable decision support tools to the choices they need to make. In developed countries this trend is illustrated by the increasing requirement of data by recent legislation on freight transport.

But these data are not always easily available, and when they are, they are not necessarily adapted to the needs of practitioners. This mismatch partly results in a lack of dialogue between researchers and practitioners, that this special issue intends to promote. We aim to recall that freight data can be of different natures and sources, and the main data production methods can be classified as follows:

- Quantitative data measurements, either made by manual counts or by automatic devices, likesensor-based counts, GPS devices, RFID data or automatically collected enterprise follow-up data, among others (Gonzalez-Feliu et al., 2013).
- Quantitative surveys (Bonnel et al., 2009), which differ from precedent category in the fact that data is not measured by declared, adding important bias related to human factors (misunderstanding of questions, memory or judgement errors, etc.)
- Qualitative surveys, interviews, focus group and case study analyses (Rodrigue et al., 2013; Limatainen et al., 2015).
- Modelling, assessment, simulation and forecasting tools, used mainly when data cannot be collected elsewhere (Ta et al., 2010; Ben Akiva et al., 2013).
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Those methods, most of them used traditionally to collect and process data, can play an important role in supporting decision making. However, the aims of decision makers need to be known and the data should provide useful insight for these needs.

The aim of this special issue is to provide a collection of works dealing with the new advances in integrating such data in models and planning methods for freight transport policy decision support. The focus is not then in data collection methods but in data processing, analysis and interpretation in order to develop and/or update freight transport policy models and planning methods. This special issue proposes a collection of six papers dealing with data production by different means arising directly in policy-based decision making. As is usual in EJTIR, the presented papers give new methodological insight, propose novel results and have important contributions to the research community, but in a practice vision, so having direct impact on practical policy making questions.

In freight transport planning and management, freight trip generation (FTG) is one inevitable step. However, the practical knowledge of the context of application is crucial to provide a good estimation of FTG rates, mainly in urban context (Guerrero et al., 2014; Sanchez-Diaz et al., 2015). The paper of Aditjandra, Galatioto, Bell and Zunder presents a combination of data collection methodologies to assess the importance of a University campus in generating traffic related to freight transport. More precisely, the authors combine data from surveys, traffic counts and qualitative sources to develop a traffic forecasting model based on FTG rates and estimate the importance of the University campus of Newcastle (UK) in the city’s freight traffic. Analysis of the proposed two traffic surveys highlighted that more than 5% of the local traffic is generated by goods generated or attracted by the University campus, but this represents more than 50% of the overall freight traffic of the city. The model identifies that heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) are the major contributors in air pollutant emissions, but LGVs make the highest contribution to the local network congestion. This paper shows how to assess the contribution of a single establishment in terms of freight traffic, which was still not addressed in-depth in the literature. Traffic microsimulation allowed for the comparison of traffic management strategies for a more rational organization of University Campus freight traffic.

Another main question in policy making is that of policy choice, i.e. the prioritization and/or final choice of the set of policies to develop and implement (Marcucci and Gatta, 2014). In this context, input data is important since it needs to be collected pertinently then analysed to provide the information needed to support choice decisions. This fact is highlighted when multiple stakeholders are concerned with one policy, each of them with particular criteria and objectives, making decision support more difficult. Muñuzuri, Cortés, Guadix and Onieva propose in their paper the development and analysis of discrete choice models to confront these multi-stakeholder multi-criteria evaluation problems. Those models need data obtained from surveys that are designed to be flexible and easy to respond to. The authors applied this methodology to the selection of urban freight solutions in the city of Seville (Spain), after they assessed the determination of the relative weights associated to different objectives. Authors carried out those analyses from the viewpoint of a group of carriers.

Focusing on hub-and-spoke networks, Combes and Tavasszy address the question of transport share between direct shipping and multi-echelon networks, in the case of freight distribution. The novelty of the approach arises in the introduction of network structure of road carriers and inventory variables in modal choice decisions. In their paper, authors present an analytical model based on inventory theory to explain, given a commodity flow, how the organization of freight transport operations is linked to the characteristics of the shipper-receiver relationship. Then authors assess empirically this model, using data from the French ECHO shippers’ survey. Special emphasis is put on the number of transhipments in the transport operation, as an indication of organisation of the transport operations. Finally, the authors conclude on the validity of the model and its relevance in the basis of the empirical assessment, as well as on practice implications of its deployment.
Data can also be used to analyze policies, like regulation actions and their impact on truck trips and eventually modal shift. Perez-Martinez and Miranda focus on interurban road transport trip conversion, and more precisely on impacts of regulation policies on transport organization. Their paper analyses sensitivity of parameters used to assess the impacts (costs and externalities) of increasing maximum gross vehicle weight. A travel distance and impact estimation model is developed and assessed via scenario analyses. The authors apply the model to a large freight road transport network connected to the major ports in Spain. The findings of the paper show the relevance of the impacts of larger trucks on the Spanish road freight market. With this approach, the authors are able to quantify the productivity increase when taking into account the effects of induced truck traffic and the shift of goods from rail to road.

Last but not least, data production and analysis is one of the key issues in traffic forecasting, as for example in estimating truck travel times. A good prediction of heavy vehicles’ travel times is crucial in freight project prioritization and planning. The paper of Wang, Goodchild and McCormack propose a pragmatic relationship-based approach to predict freeway truck travel time using a combination of empirical truck probe GPS and loop detector data. The authors assess their prediction model and illustrate them on two cases from the United States. The travel time estimates are compared with two main frameworks used in USA: the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) model and the Akçelik model. After a comparison of the different approaches with real traffic data, the authors show that the proposed method estimates more accurate travel times than traditional methods. Authors also address practical implications of their model in freight prioritization and planning support, not only in USA but also in Europe.
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